
Close the gaps in your cloud security
PSM Partners: M365 Identity and Security Assessment

PSM is the expert when it comes to helping your company 
achieve flexibility, resiliency, and cost-effectiveness in the face of 
the dizzying array of modernizing IT trends. This offering is 
made to empower our clients to get the most out of their 
investment and work with the confidence that their data is 
secure. Additionally, with our deep understanding the MS 
ecosystem, we can often find funding to help get projects 
started.

WHAT WE OFFER

By conducting customized 
assessments that will help 
uncover cumbersome 
business processes and 
security gaps within device 
and data management, PSM 
brings its powerful expertise 
to the table. 

PSM will analyze your 
existing M365 environment
within a robust framework 
to give you a roadmap that 
helps you move forward. 
This is accomplished 
utilizing M365 technologies 
and PSM’s own proprietary 
automation technologies.

Understand current remote 
access and mobile device 
management (MDM)
solutions and best practices, 
and how to enable remote 
workers in your
organization without 
compromising on security.

The Microsoft 365 
product suite offers 
enhanced, intelligent 
security for a host of 
processes in the modern 
workplace, allowing you 
to manage several 
processes at once and 
omitting the need to 
perform repetitive
tasks.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

“PSM Partners allowed us to rapidly update, 
deploy and optimize Microsoft security solutions 
while upskilling our internal team and 
providing immediate benefits to 
the organization.”

– Gregory Van Den Ham , IT Director, YMCA of the USA

LEARN MORE
PSM Partners

PSMPartners.com

sales@psmpartners.com

312-940-7830



BUSINESS-CLASSEMAIL
Build anything from
lightweight websites to  
multitier cloud services  
that scale up as your  
business grows.

CLOUD STORAGE
Rely on geo-redundant
cloud storage for  
backup, archiving, 
and  disaster recovery.

MEET ONLINE
Get actionable insights 
from your data by taking 
advantage of a fully 
compatible, enterprise-
ready Hadoop service.

COLLABORATE AND 
CHAT PRIVATELY
Accelerate your mobile 
app development by 
using a backend hosted 
on Microsoft Azure. 

WHY MICROSOFT 365?

Microsoft 365

Learn more: www.microsoft365.com

Save your company money
Microsoft 365 is available as a simple monthly subscription.
Avoid  large up-front costs for new software while moving
the cost of IT from capital to operating expense. And without
on-premises servers to run email, websites, and document
storage, you can reduce energy costs and save by no longer  
purchasing new server hardware.

Scale your business quickly and flexibly
Microsoft 365 grows with you on the Microsoft Azure cloud.
Adding a new user is as simple as buying an additional license,  
which allows access to business-critical technology on as many 
as five PCs/Macs and five mobile devices. Microsoft 365
provides an array of plans to fit the right capability needs and
price points for every user inyour organization.

Technical support
Your Microsoft 365 subscription comes with 24/7 support 
from a  global network of experts, with one-hour response 
for critical, service-impacting events.

Financially backed SLA
Get peace of mind knowing that your services are
available when  you need them with a financially backed, 
99.9 percent uptime service levelagreement.

Simplified IT management
Reduce headaches by reducing your IT infrastructure.
Content lives safely in globally distributed data centers
with continuous backup and disaster recovery abilities.

KEY USE CASES

INSERT MICROSOFT 
PARTNER BADGE HERE

Microsoft 365 is a cloud-based subscription service  
that brings together the best tools for the way  people 
work today. By combining best-in-class  apps like Excel 
and Outlook with powerful cloud  services like 
OneDrive and Microsoft Teams,  Microsoft 365 lets 
anyone create and share  anywhere on any device.


